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Abstract
Application design and role in carpets from different regions of Iran, represents the effects of nature and each
region according to the customs, different doctrines, attitudes, different ideas and perceptions that to the design
and creation deals. Region of Khaf and Taibad of southern Khorasan are rural conception graph of nature and
beliefs of people of the region that are appeared as geometric and semi-geometric. In the study the attempt is to
present motifs and colors in the southern regions of Razavi Khorasan carpets that are less explored, examined,
and derivate. According to the initial hypothesis carpet designs of carpet in the areas are influenced by
neighboring nations. The research questions that will be addressed in the study include: what are the common
motifs in South Khorasan carpets, especially in the regions Khaf and Taibad? To what extent the pattern has root
in neighboring ethnic groups and immigrants' carpet weaving?
In this descriptive and analytical study based on fieldwork and librarian study, first a significant number of
contemporary carpets were observed and photographed in the area index motifs has derived and then the motifs
were named based on local weavers' information and accommodation of neighboring ethnic motifs and
categorized by content.
The results indicate that geometric patterns affected by ethnic Baloch and Turkmen motifs and semi-geometric
patterns by Arabs Afshar and central regions of Iran. Many of the acquired maps have no clear name and identity
and require rooting in neighboring cultures, especially in Sistan and Turkmen carpet.
Keywords: Baluch carpet, Khorasan carpet, Khorasan carpet design and pattern, Khaf and Taibad
1. Introduction
“Carpet throne as mirrors, reflecting the symbolic image and a project inspired by the beliefs, thoughts and
aspirations of the people living carpet” (Chitsazian, 2006, p. 37). Iranian carpet designs are very diverse and
remarkable. Turkmen ethnic groups of eastern regions of Iran, Kermanj, Baluchis, Arabs and Sistani produce
hand woven which addition to specific features, carrier designs are influenced by each other.
In some resources referred to Baluchi carpets and its tissue regions, including the book “page of Khorasan carpet”
by T. Zhulh said Torbat Heidarieh- one of the largest economic and commercial centers in center of Khorasan,
particularly in terms of supply and sale Baluchi carpets which are special generally and dark colors, especially
black, lacquered garlic, brown, navy and camel garlic is used in their context. At the same time, less resource are
dedicated to Baluchi's motifs. The aim of the study is to evaluate carpet motifs and Taibad KHAF areas as the
most important areas of South Khorasan Razavi Baluch carpet.
In the areas art of carpet weaving, prevailed in the last century and Baluchi designs are operated particularly in
altar carpets. In addition Baloch geometric and mental-woven designs which have rooted in ancient identity and
beliefs, there is another category of regional initiatives battalion from maps available on the market as “Nghshgy”
which has appeared in area carpets and are different from local and traditional motifs.
“Ancient symbols that are currently seen in nomadic carpets, have changed naturally over time with changes in
the formal and non-intentional” (Wendy, 2003, p. 117). Moreover, most of the present weavers which number
has declined were alien to original name and identity of geometric maps and ultimately have named some maps
according to apparent similarities with surrounding phenomenon, on the basis documentation of the area carpets
maps will be necessary and effective in order to preserve residents' cultural identity.
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2. Researcch Methodoloogy
The researrch is qualitativve and consideering data colllection methodd, librarian andd field study innclude observa
ation,
interview aand taking phootos from the rregions' carpetts. First librariian study has ddone in relation to Baloch ca
arpet.
Then the sstudy has donee regarding to map and desiggn and carpet ddyeing methodd. Then have iinvestigated motifs,
analysis, ccategorize and how to apply tthem.
3. The Inttroduction of Motifs
M
and Colors of Taibaad and Khaf
Baluchs w
were tribes that migrated from
m the southeastt of the countryy in Khorasan and followingg it they had im
mpact
on the peoople of the reggion including that they brouught their carpet weaving meethods, designn and installation to
the Khoraasan region, ass the regions carpet knownn as Baluch caarpet of Khoraasan. Accordingly no differrence
observed iin designs andd colors of Khhorassan Baluuch carpets annd carpets of K
KHAF areas aand merely ca
an be
observed ffew differencees in color of B
Baluch carpetss and the area ccarpets. As in some carpets,, has declined from
darkness oof Baluch desiigns and mapss are implemeented by brighhter colors. In general, the ssouthern region
ns of
Razavi Khhorasan carpeet motifs baseed on apparennt similarities and content can be dividded into following
categories:
A. Plant D
Designs
After geom
metric designs and maps whiich are consistts main nature of Iran areas ccarpets, the moost observed de
esign
in the areaa Taibad and Khaf
K
are plant ddesigns. The m
most important designs includde:
A.1. leaf vine: the design like leafyy rack and tw
wo colors bluee, orange, brown and greenn, which are often
implementted on beige background andd known as vinne leaves or leeaf tradescantiaa (figure1). Thhe design is ap
pplies
mostly in altar carpets or prayer rug in a row besside each otheer in carpet coontext by two altar in both side.
Khorasan'ss Baluchs are currently the only producerrs of cedar andd vine on a caarpet in the reggion but it is likely
that other producers in the
t area have been used of tthese two desiigns even befoore the graduaal migration to East
Iranian Baaluchis.

Figgure 1. The maap of vine leavves, altar carpet of area Taibaad and Khaf
d
of sanctityy and respect between the ppeople of Easst Cypress in Iran, including
g the
A.2. cedarr: the likely date
Central annd East Khorasan refers to tthe date of Zooroastrians. Thhe area now caalled KHAF kknown in Khorrasan
which hass been the larggest center off Zoroastrian ppresence in eaast of Iran beffore Arabs' prresence. But in
n the
history of Khorasan Zorroastrian storyy of Kashmir ccypress has a hhigh position. Hasan Ali binn Zaid Beihagh
hi on
Bayhaq paartly states a suummary of thee events of the tree which is aas follows:
“Zoroasterr the prophet of
o Zoroastrianss adopted two fortunes and ssaid to be plannted two trees tto them, One in the
village of Keshmir and one in the vvillage of Frium
mad from Touus suburbs. Siize and enviroonment of stem of
Kashmir trree was so larrge that about 10 thousand ssheep were in the shadow off it. Even the wild and pred
dators
animals were quiet in thee shadow of it. Also the Thoousands birds w
were respect allso among its bbranches. How
wever,
descriptionn of this tree reached
r
to Muutawakkil and oordered to the Nishapur cut of that three, sent to Baghdad to
be used upp in Jafariyeh construction
c
thhat was buildinng. Priests andd elders of Zorroastrian said tto Nishapur tha
at we
forgive 500 thousand dinaars to the Treaasurer of the C
Caliphate, so paass to do this bbut failed and eventually the
e tree
was cut annd 1,200 camel were sent tto Baghdad. T
Tree was near the Baghdad that Mutawakkkil was killed
d and
never saw the tree” (Zhuuleh, 2011).
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Figure 2. Thhe cedar motifss, altar rug regiion of Khaf (auuthors)
In fact, whhat is exposed on the altar B
Baluchi rugs, M
May convey a rreligious-histoorical narrativee of the story of
o the
Zoroastriaan sacred tree of
o Khorasan. C
Cypress designn is repeated onn either side off the altar of alltar designs (Figure
2). This ddesign is also observed on hhand braided in Sistan andd Baluchestan and in those areas is know
wn as
“Daranjakk” that refers too the tall tree; B
Because in theese areas, this tterm refers to yyoung brave annd tall people.
4. Verticall and Through
h Branch
A.3 Tree oof Life, there iss “Yashiyash ggarden” designn in the Turkmeen and Turkishh Carpets and rrugs that mean
ns the
tree of lifee. This design among
a
Turkm
men is called ass “Qushly gardden” means “trree with bird” or “Qujum” (ttomaj
nia, Tavooosi, 2006, p. 15) (Figure 3). The design of tree of life oon Turkmen's woven, Balucch and Sistan is
i the
vertical annd through braanch that has bbeen branched the horizontall parallel stem
m with two coloors broad leav
ves of
it.

Figure 3. Tree of life deesign, rug altarr of Khaf (authhors)
eaved
A.4 Aghnaaghesh or Nagghesh Namazligh: a design liike One-branch flower bushees that in altarr designs is we
on top of the tree of Life
L or the siddes of the altaar vault (Figurre 4). Some rresearchers bellieve this desiign a
combinatioon of design of tree and birdd (Jurdan, 19899, p. 36)

Figure 4. A
Aghnaghesh ddesign, rug altaar of Khaf (authhors)
A.5 tulip oor star flower: This role inccludes eight clove flowers iin the center aand eight tulipps flower arou
und it
(Figure 5).. Design of tullip flower in thhe carpet and iss used in the center medallioon backrest.
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F
Figure
5. Desiggn of tulip or sstar flower, rugg altar of Khaff (authors)
epeat
A.6 verbenna or apple: deesign of fan Lootus flower andd two congresss leaf fan on booth sides of it that in serial re
in the Smaall margin of carpet
c
(Figure 6). Mr. Hosurri in book of ““carpet of Sistaan” has introduuced this desig
gn as
the “apple” (Hosuri (a), 1992, p. 71).

Fiigure 6. The deesign of apple or verbena, ruug altar of Khaaf (authors)
wer and white color
A.7 Minakkhani flower: two Vagirer fflowers with ddesign of red ccolor eight leaaf coarse flow
small six oor eight leaf floower on the bluue field is repeeated as a seriees.

Figure 7.. Six and ten leeaf Minakhani flower, Khaf and Taibad reggion (the authoors)
B. Animall Motifs
Into two categories of biirds and animaals is indivisiblle. Bird motifss include desiggn of peacock, sparrow, swan
n and
hen and roooster. B.1 Chaaghuky flowerr: Chaghuk meeans Sparrow aand this designn are used in thhe carpets with
h one
quarter dessign. In this deesign are repeaated four birds facing each otther (Figure 8)).

Figure 8. The design of Chaghuky flower, carpett of Khaf and T
Taibad (authorss)
d one
B.2 hen annd rooster: In some designss the design oof hen and roooster are repeaated throughouut the text and
among thee closed wingss chickens andd opened wingg, and are placced within the square box annd without the
e box
(Figure 9)..
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Figure 9. The avian design, carpet of Khaff and Taibad ( authors)
h been myth of Venus, godddess of waterr, which is mannifested in thee design of Ca
arpet”
B.3 peacocck “peacock has
(Farzaneh,, 1997, p. 43)). This designn could be obsserved in textt of more of tthe Baluchi ruugs of area an
nd in
different fforms (Figure 10). In Khoraasan rugs to pllans that it is uused the desiggn of bird, is ssaid as bird de
esign.
“Baluch w
weave rugs withh plans of aviaan to imitate thhe tribe Afshar weavers. Peaccock design is one of its kind
ds.
In this dessign, four red and
a green peaacocks in the bblue carpet, tinny diamond-shhaped medallioon have surrou
unded
and four peacock motiifs may be rrepeated severral times in llength of carrpet. In the ffield of babusshkas
interconneected of carpett that are oftenn beige also deesigns of thesee birds are witth flower pots.. The edge of these
rugs has beeen covered with
w geometric shapes (Nasirii, 1995, pp. 1995-197).

Fiigure 10. The design
d
of malee and female peeacocks, rugs oof region of K
Khaf and Taibadd (authors)
Other cateegory of animaal motifs, incluuding design oof deer, elk, caamels, goats, horses, snakes aand insects such as
butterflies and designs reelated to animaals including ddesign of sheepp's head.
B.4 lamb fflower: this deesign is as circuular frames thaat eight leaf flowers is placeed in four sidess of it and two deer
or lambs aand one flowerring shrubs cennter two and a flowering shhrubs are deer or lamb in its center (Figure
e 11).
Empty parrts among fram
mes have been filled with thee flowers and sstars designs.

Figure 11. Thhe design of laamb flower, carrpet of Khaf (aauthors)
B.5 deer fflower: in Berrgamot Lachakk designs is pplaced in the m
middle and haave surroundeed by the few deer
(Figure 122).
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Figgure 12. Desiggn of deer flow
wer, region of K
Khaf and Taibaad (authors)
o dragon flower: All aroundd the medallionn carpet is usedd and like a hoorned snake (Figure
B.6 snake form flower or
s
of the snnake, involvess a fanciful im
magination andd myth that as a legacy fro
om is
13). “The history and story
reached onne generation to another” (B
Buker, 1997, pp. 41). The peoople of Balochhistan have crreated many sttories
and legendds about the bllack snake. Coommon people believe that bblack snake danngerous creatuures and are kin
nd of
horned snaakes that have killed many B
Baloch people and perhaps aare this basis thhat design of a snake is impo
ortant
among thee weavers.

Figgure 13. The Design
D
of snakee form flower oor dragon flow
wer, carpet of K
Khaf and Taibaad (authors)
ore in
B.7 Designn of butterfly: Because of itts similarity too butterfly to thhis name has bbeen known aand is used mo
small marggin (Figure 14)).

Figure 14. The Deesign of butterrfly, carpet of K
Khaf and Taibbad (authors)
B.8 The deesign of Ghouuchak or Kalegghochi: this dessign like ram'ss horns, so to ssay Ghouchak or Kaleghochi that
is used onn the sideliness and context and appears in many ways (Figure 15).. “James Epi knows this de
esign
derived froom the animall's head. And G
Gonar also refe
fers to it in the discussion off Turkmen origgin Balochi mo
otifs”
(Stone, 2007, pp. 95-96)).

Figure 15. The
T design of Ghouchak or K
Kaleghochi caarpet of Khaf aand Taibad (auuthors)
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B.9 designn of the bird'ss head or hookk: this design in the small m
margin of carppet is used (F
Figure 16). “In
n The
Persian carpets have painntings of aviann over eighty sshapes. Sometiimes also conssecutive chain that in wrong have
said it to hhooks appear in the carpet, especially if tto image arouund the citronss or catchmentt carpet evoke
es the
concept off rain-seeking”” (Hosuri of 19996, 14 and 15).

Figure 16. The design of hookk, region of Khhaf and Taibadd (authors)
C. Human
n Designs
Humanitarrian designs Baluchi
B
rugs arre rarely used bbecause, as m
mentioned beforre, the past off them accordin
ng to
the type oof culture, beliiefs and way of thinking thhat had refuseed to deal withh some designns, such as hu
uman
designs, B
But in the case of design of huuman and desiign of palm off the hand and geometric pattterns attributab
ble to
human succh as eyebrow
ws bride is obsserved in Baluuch carpet regiion. Nowadayss is appeared iin some battallion’s
designs, inncluding designn of hunting grround, design of human.
C-1 designn of dummy: in
i the text reggion Baluchi ruugs is used annd more on booth sides of beergamot this de
esign
woven in ssymmetrically (Figure 17).

Figgure 17. The design of dumm
my: region of K
Khaf and Taibaad (authors)
C-2 palm oof the hand: This design is uused on two siddes of locationn of the hand inn altar carpets (Figure 18). “IIslam
has createdd restrictions on
o the represenntation of the fface and body,, and instead reepeated interesst in the curves and
angles andd numbers, inccluding variouus forms of nuumber of five: five body, fivve fingers, hannds of Fatima (SA)
and in som
me cases acceepted by the S
Shiite doctrinee” (Hall & Luuchyk, 1998, ppp. 68 and 699). Prayer rugs are
decorated with paintingss design and aare directly rellated to Islam.. In some casees, design of gguardian anima
als is
seen on booth sides of dessign of hands.

Figurre 18. Design oof palm of the hhand, region oof Khaf and Taaibad (authors))
C-3 eyebrrow of the bridde: it is a design in the form
m of bow or a short break thhat usually is ffound in fringes of
Baluch ruggs of Khorassaan (Figure 19)..

Figure 199. The design oof eyebrow of tthe bride, regioon of Khaf andd Taibad (authhors)
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D. design of Objects
Design of pot, bracelet and
a earrings inncluding symbbolic designs thhat are weaved in carpets off Baluchi regio
on of
Khaf and T
Taibad.
D -1 armbband: This dessign is used m
more in contextt of carpet andd is repeated inn throughout oof text (Figure
e 20).
One of thee most commoon designs to fend off the eevil eye, bergaamot hand-wooven red center is usually woven
w
cloak or clloak and by bluue color lines, is woven whicch indicates thhe concentratioon of power in the spell.

Figure 20. Desiign of armbandd, region of Khhaf and Taibadd (authors)
D -2 earriings: this design is used in small marginn of carpet andd is woven inn two colors. T
This motif ma
ay be
emerged oof other designs such as ram'ss head and is ffrom the comm
mon borders in South West off Iran (Figure 21).
2

Figgure 21. The deesign of earrinngs, region of K
Khaf and Taibaad (authors)
D.3 pot: ddesign of flow
wer pot in Irannian carpet, exxtensive has coommunication with the sym
mbol of the earrth as
mother and goddess of fertility.
f
This ddesign “In factt myth of hum
man developmeent are linked tto the development
of existencce” (Daryai, 20003, 2006) andd on the text oof carpet with ddesign of two animals guardd on either side
e of it
- often peaacock - is execcuted.
E) Design
n of Manifestaations of Naturre
Star desiggn and zigzag form designs probably mean water and triangular dessigns with a m
mountain mea
ans is
placed in tthis group.
E -1 star fflower: this deesign is used iin small margiin, Sides and w
within the conntext and the ccenter of meda
allion
(Figure 222).

Fiigure 22. Desiggn of star flow
wer region of K
Khaf and Taibaad (authors)
Picture of the four sides of this structuure design is a ssymbol of the moon
E -2 Taranntula form: “Taarantula checkkerboard array that Tarantulaa is said in wroong to it, is sym
mbol of the month,
which oveer time has beecome a symbbol of the sunn. These desiggns have a hisstory of five thhousand yearss and
gradually w
with minimal changes, rotatted the end of iits arms. Pictuure of the four sides of this structure design
n is a
symbol off the moon that later the sun instead of it” (Hangldyn, 19996, p. 124). T
Tarantula desiggns of this are
ea are
woven in ssmall sizes andd in different pparts of rugs (F
Figure 23).
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Figure 23.
2 The design of the Tarantuula form, regioon of Khaf and Taibad (authoors)
F) Geomeetric Designs
Baluch carrpet designs off region are oft
ften geometric as mentioned before. Some of these designns are not in an
ny of
the previoous groups, Beelong to this group includiing distinctivee designs and entries that hhave the geom
metric
appearancee and nature.
F -1 Adobe or magazinee form: This deesign of red diaamond-shapedd with jagged eedges clear is rrepeated throug
ghout
the text wiith small diamoond surroundeed on four sidees (Figure 24).

F
Figure
24. Dessign of Adobe,, region of Khaaf and Taibad (authors)
F-2 Putii fflower: Like thhe Adobe desiggn, geometric design with jaagged edges thhat Mr. Hosuri have introduced in
Sistan carppets book it too this name (H
Hosuri (a), 19922, p. 64) and aare repeated m
more in the carppet context (Figure
25).

Figgure 25. Designn of Putii flow
wer, region of K
Khaf and Taibaad (authors)
F.3 Chapaap Ashtar: mottif “in the form
m of flower w
with the great ooctagonal hexagonal motif tthat is divided
d into
four sectioons, two by tw
wo together aree Cross to the ttop and symmetric” (ibid., 667). Within thee design of with the
motifs “Paamrghy” is deccorated (Figuree 26).

Figuure 26. Design of Chapap Ashhtar, region off Khaf and Taibbad (authors)
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F-4 Chaptty flower: A deesign with Steppped arms thatt is probably shhort form of ddesign of Chappap Ashtar and with
Chalpiyayy flowers is reppeated on the aarea of rug andd backrest.

Figuure 27. Design of flower Chaapty, region off Khaf and Taibbad (authors)
F-5 Designn of chatyk: thhis design in hhand woven off Sistan and neeedlework of B
Baloch is comm
mon and in forrm of
two or moore overlappingg diamond alsoo is used in texxt and in the m
margins of the oof Baluch carppet and centrall area
of those is decorated witth white featheer design of fouur flowers (Figgure 28 ).

F
Figure
28. Dessign of Chytakk, region of Khhaf and Taibad (authors)
B
rugs hhave been com
mposed of this design in a sm
mall margin aand are used as
a the
F-6 mousee foot form: Baluchi
separator lline (Figure 299).

Figure 29.
2 The designn of mouse fooot form, regionn of Khaf and T
Taibad (authorrs)
o ant foot form
m: this design is used in smaall margin of ccarpet and Mr. Hosuri has na
amed
F-7 star orr gusset foot or
in carpet oof Sistan bookk of this designn of these menntioned categoories (ibid., 611). In Baluchi rugs this design is
called the “foot point” (F
Figure 30). Fooot point meanns the tripod leegs or four leggs that is on firre and is the de
esign
that are reppeated for botth color and m
monochromatic that the produucts are in a roow. That desiggn to be carried out
in monochhrome and mullti-colored carppet of Khaf off this.

Figure 30. Deesign of Star, rregion of Khaff and Taibad (aauthors)
ngled
F -8 entriees: A design seeparator betweeen the border oof context and margins, that consisting of ttwo sunken tan
chain bicoolor that is crosss and arrow-liike structure (F
Figure 31).
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Fiigure 31. Intervventions desiggn, region of K
Khaf and Taibadd (authors)
many applicatioons in small margin
F-9 Kajakk or latteh: a roow of two-coloor leaves conggress and wishiing that has m
carpets of Baluch and Siistan (Figure 32).

Fiigure 32. The ddesign of Kajaak, region of K
Khaf and Taibadd (authors)
mtaz: in Turkm
men carpets to set of zigzag designs that aare used in the small margin of carpet, refe
ers to
F-10 Kham
the term “K
Khamtaz” (Hoosuri, 1992, p. 99) this designns also has maany applicationns in Baluchi ccarpets of Khof and
Taibad areeas (Figure 33). In Baluchhi rugs of thiss design is coommon to “C
Chotel” is wooven on the carpet
backgrounnd with contrassting colored.

Figuure 33. The deesign of Khamttaz, region of K
Khaf and Taibbad (authors)
F-11 Karcchak: Edge dessign, includes chain of trianggles that are avvailable in Turrkmen rugs inn Sistan (Figure 34)
and in Balluchistan becauuse of its appaarent similarityy is common tto blade serratted knife to “K
Karchak”. Wea
avers,
know the Triangle symbbol of mountaiin and highlannds; so that a ssingle triangle know as singgle mountain or hill
and interloocking trianglee and chains syymbol of chainn or series of innterconnected mountains.

Fiigure 34. The ddesign of Kajaak, region of K
Khaf and Taibadd (authors)
F-12 Gutibband: in Sistann carpets this ggeometric desiign that is of cchain of small squares overlaapping (Figure
e 35),
is called thhe “Gutiband”” and it is alsoo used in smalll margin carpeet of Khaf andd Taibad Similar to this desig
gn in
Turkmen ccarpets, inspireed by Arab caarpets is repeatted in several rows and is ccommon to thee “Dalmosh” (ibid.,
103).

Figuure 35. The deesign of Gutibaand, region of Khaf and Taibbad (authors)
5. Conclussion
In general carpet motifs in the southernn regions of K
Khorasan Razavvi are indivisibble to the groupps of plant, animal,
human designs, design of objects, syymbols of natuure and geomeetric motifs. H
Human and annimal figuriness like
designs duue to religiouss beliefs have inconspicuouus in region caarpets of regioon; But in thee modern battalion
carpets, Thhese Motifs inn form of Huntting ground deesigns, Lachakk of bergamot and framed frrame, Already have
more displlay in rugs of region;
r
Of couurse, design off birds, especiaally design of ppeacock that haave symbolic value
v
and designn of hen and roooster traditionnally have bragg on rugs of reegion. Most geeometric motiffs of these area
as are
influencedd by Baluchi style and a m
mixture of Turrkmen designs, Sistan and other neighbooring weaverss and
immigrantts. Some of sem
mi-curved designs includingg Avian and floower and shrubb designs are cclose to Afshar and
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Arab of South Khorasan woven. Revolving motifs of region although run to the method of mapping but have
differences with designs of urban woven and have woven rural stylistic. Currently, most local weavers in these
regions were unaware the name and the themes of geometric motifs and often designs are used on the basis of
imitation and without the burden of identity and meaning. According to the symbolism of ancient motifs,
Notifications of the weavers of the name and identity of these designs, it will be effective in the preservation of
indigenous culture.
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